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Abstract: Complexity-oriented approaches built on complexity theories are not widely used in health promotion research. The field of health promotion faces significant difficulties in explaining and addressing unforeseen impacts and side effects due to the widespread tendency to implement health promotion initiatives that are considered best practices. It is important to theoretically embrace the fact that we operate in a complex world and that we, therefore, need to redefine our approaches by acknowledging the complexities involved in promoting health. In this theoretical paper, we propose a set of four complexity-oriented principles for health promotion research based on Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory: (1) direct transfer of health knowledge and health competencies is impossible; (2) all individuals and social entities are fundamentally different from each other; (3) the individual’s sense of health-related meaning determines what is deemed relevant; and (4) it is essential for communication to meet expectations if it is to be observed. The set of principles presented in this article can be applied to research projects intended to explore and address challenges related to complexity in health promotion settings. It can be used as a lens through which to observe health promotion practice. If health promotion research wants to address the field that we have defined for ourselves as extremely complex and unaddressed by anyone else, we need to embrace approaches that actually do this—by providing health promotion research with a formal framework appropriate to its existing main purposes and concerns.
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1. Introduction—Health Promotion and Complexity

In a review of the use of complexity-oriented approaches in health promotion research, Keshavarz Mohammadi concluded that theory-based complexity-oriented approaches have not been greatly appreciated in health promotion research and that although this area of research includes a variety of complexity-related theories, tools, and frameworks, they have been used to a very limited extent [1]. Keshavarz Mohammadi states that only very few studies have demonstrated any comprehensive awareness of the range of available complexity approaches and/or the skills needed to apply them. Many studies have not provided systematic arguments for their approach and selection of available frameworks and approaches [1]. As the field of health promotion faces significant difficulties in explaining unforeseen impacts and side effects due to the widespread tendency to continuously try to replicate health promotion initiatives that are considered best practices—when developing new projects or trying to adapt existing ones—it is increasingly recognized that we need to redefine our approaches by acknowledging the complexities of health and wellbeing [2,3]. Keshavarz Mohammadi concluded that, despite the growing and now
widespread awareness of the need to embrace complex challenges by using actual complexity theories and approaches, complex interventions rarely employ genuine complexity theories to understand, reflect on, and develop the future of health promotion and health promotion research [1].

The attention given to the need to focus on complexities in health promotion is not, however, a very recent development. In 2000, McQueen focused on the emergence of complexity by highlighting the need for more appropriate, analytical approaches. Furthermore, he found it worrisome how under-appreciated the complexity issue was in relation to concerns with evidence, suggesting that we, rather than retreating to traditional and limited ways of understanding what constitutes evidence, should look towards analytical frameworks that recognize the complexity of the field because there are no easy answers to complex human phenomena [4].

In 2011, Tremblay and Richard discussed complexity as a potential new overarching paradigm for the entire health promotion discipline [5]. They discussed that the implementation of a complexity paradigm would provide health promotion with an updated framework that would sit well among its already existing main visions and main focus areas. In a related discussion about inequalities in health, which is another cornerstone of health promotion research, Eckersley [6] reflected on our understanding of human societies as complex systems. He stressed that complexity science implies that it is a mistake to focus too heavily on one or a few factors when we are trying to understand patterns and trends in population health. Instead, we need to look at entire systems rather than breaking them down into components, which is what researchers tend to do in their quest to understand isolated phenomena [6].

Based on Latour’s actor–network theory, Bilodeau and Potvin operationalized their take on complexity by proposing a sociologically informed methodological framework to address the complexity of public health interventions [7]. They presented a three-point methodological guideline: (1) the researcher’s task consists of documenting the events that transform the network and intervention; (2) events must be ordered chronologically to represent the intervention’s evolution; and (3) a broad range of data is needed to capture complex interventions’ evolution [7]. This operationalization of a complexity-oriented theory is an interesting step towards using complexity theory actively in health promotion research. But what constitutes complexity, or, put differently, how is complexity defined in the broader literature? Stewart concluded that social processes are far too complex for traditional complexity theory to deal with without thoroughly incorporating sociological theories [8]. He discussed the difficulties of establishing complexity models for processes involving ongoing interpretation, arguing that the notions of system and environment need extensive remodeling in social studies. In doing that, he presented and discussed several definitions of complexity: Cohen and Stewart suggested a rather simple definition of complexity: “We may tentatively define the complexity of a system as the quantity of information needed to describe it” [9] (p. 20). Coveney and Highfield [10] (p. 6) offered a different kind of definition: “…complexity is the study of the behaviour of macroscopic collections of (basic but interacting units) that are endowed with the potential to evolve”. In writing specifically about organized social complexity, La Porte ventured the following definition: “the degree of complexity in organized social systems. . . .is a function of the number of system components, the relative differentiation or variety of these components, . . .and the degree of interdependence among these components” [11] (p. 6). These definitions are just a few of many, and as such, they are not presented here in an attempt to lay out the entire landscape of complexity theories. They do, however, represent many of the typical elements implicitly touched upon in the health promotion examples discussed above: (1) Complexity is related to the quantity of interacting elements and the ensuing need for information and communication. (2) Complexity is related to collections of interacting units that evolve. (3) Complexity is related to the number of system components and the differentiations and interdependence of these components.
As these different but not unrelated definitions of complexity show us, it takes a complex theory to incorporate all of them in a way that is capable of addressing the outlined complexity issues in health promotion research, which is the aim of our current paper.

A sociological theory that has the potential to encompass all of these elements in the context of the outlined health promotion research challenges is Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory. Luhmann describes how the basic rationale for the existence of social systems is the reduction of complexity, which is understood as the infinite horizon of possibilities of action and experience, which is extremely complex. Human action implies an actualization of some of these possibilities out of this horizon and is necessarily contingent [12]. As the horizon of possibilities is infinite, it must be filtered to prevent it from overburdening the individual. Luhmann designates this filtering function as complexity reduction, which is undertaken by social systems. By reducing complexity, social systems make human action possible [13].

Luhmann himself wrote the following: “We will call an interconnected collection of elements “complex” when, because of immanent constraints in the elements’ connective capacity, it is no longer possible at any moment to connect every element with every other element” [14] (p. 24).

Luhmann elaborated on the definition by stating that complexity means “…being forced to select; being forced to select means contingency; and contingency means risk” [14] (p. 25). Among several essential elements of Luhmann’s theory, this inability to connect every element with every other element and the ensuing forced selections and choices are exactly what we see in the increasingly complex healthcare systems with increasingly complex health information and health communication. Thus, we need to understand the mechanisms of complexity if we are to navigate within it.

In the present theoretical article, we will use Luhmann’s definition of social complexity as our main theory. While presenting selected elements of Luhmann’s theory, we will highlight four elements that we propose are essential principles of complexity-oriented health promotion research that will help us understand and actively work with health promotion practice. Subsequently, we will discuss the overall potential and barriers associated with employing Luhmann’s theory.

In a discussion of Luhmann’s applicability to public health research, Meyer, Gibson, and Ward have performed a somewhat similar theoretical exercise. In doing so, they focused on system differentiation, communication, polycontexturality, and especially structural coupling. Based on Luhmann’s theories, they present compelling arguments on how social systems theory provides a foundation from which to understand the problematic communication between competing sectors. As such, they operate on a rather macro-sociological level as they discuss the difficulties of trying to disseminate public health research into policy and practice [15].

In our paper, we will aim to include more discussions on micro-sociological elements in terms of what complexity means for individual people and micro-relational interactions, while also focusing directly on health promotion research rather than the broader scope of public health research.

2. Luhmann’s Theory as Complexity-Oriented Principles for Health Promotion Research

Luhmann’s theory is complex and multifaceted, and it contains a myriad of interconnected and interdependent concepts. Therefore, our presentation of the selected elements with the most relevance for health promotion research is the result of rigorous theoretical discussions about Luhmann’s theory as well as the theory’s applicability to health promotion research.

As a part of this process, we have also had to exclude several theoretical elements. This is not necessarily because we think that the excluded elements are unimportant, but in order to stay theoretically focused, we have had to be very specific in selecting the elements that we find are most relevant when developing principles for health promotion research.
Luhmann’s theory takes its point of departure from the distinction between psychological and social systems. What Luhmann called psychological systems is in fact the consciousness of what others might call persons, individuals, or subjects, whereas he described social systems as the communication in either interactions, organizations or societies. He depicted the distinction and the two types of systems as follows: “The former [psychological systems] operates on the basis of consciousness, the latter [social systems] on the basis of communication. Both are circularly closed systems, each of which can apply only its own mode of autopoietic reproduction. A social system cannot think; a psychological system cannot communicate. Seen causally, there are nonetheless immense, highly complex interdependencies. Closure in no way means that there are no causal relations or that such relations cannot be observed or described by an observer” [16] (p. 165).

The consciousness of psychological systems and the communication of social systems do not have direct access to each other [14,17]. This means that psychological systems do not communicate, but are limited to observing communicative social systems, just as social systems are limited to observing psychological systems. The systems are therefore closed and autopoietic, which means that each system continually self-interprets and self-reflects on the basis of its own self-produced contents.

**Box 1. Principle number one.**

| The distinction between psychological and social systems forms the basis of our complexity-oriented health promotion principle number one. This principle will enable us to view the relationship between any social system in the domain of health and health promotion as an entity operating on the basis of something fundamentally different than the operating element of any psychological system. For health promotion research and practice, this means that promoting health is a process of communicating information that will never be understood in the form it is communicated. We will call this principle: Direct transfer of health knowledge and health competencies is impossible. |

That people do not communicate is one of the key points in understanding why Luhmann’s theory is relevant when looking at how individuals, (health) organizations, and institutions understand each other and construct meaning on the basis of uncertainty and risk brought on by the inevitable contingencies caused by complexity. The inability to comprehend the basic element of the other kind of system is a way of viewing the issue of the co-evolution of the social and the individual. In Luhmann’s case, one key fixture is each system’s unique environment (which, in Luhmann’s terms, is everything outside the system), which in turn, makes every system equally unique: “The environment is a system-relative situation. Every system removes only itself from its environment. Therefore, the environment of each system is different. And thus the unity of the environment is constituted by the system” [14] (p. 185).

**Box 2. Principle number two.**

| The notion that every system has a unique environment that is different from all other systems’ environments forms the basis of our complexity-oriented health promotion principle number two. This theoretical innovation enables us to view every person as different from everyone else, because any psychological system observing its environment is observing something slightly different than what everyone else is observing. This is important to bear in mind in health promotion, as everyone will observe health and/or health-related information or action in a slightly different way than his or her peers will—and the messages will therefore mean something different in the context of the different environments. We will call this principle: All individuals and social entities are fundamentally different from each other. |

The notion that the systems are closed means that the consciousness that perpetually recreates the way we (as psychological systems) interpret and understand ourselves in the context of our own unique environment always comes from within the system itself.
Consciousness never comes from the outside, as psychological systems never derive consciousness from other psychological systems or social systems. They are therefore closed when it comes to this operational element. It is this self-reference that makes it possible for systems to continually separate themselves from their environment.

The psychological system will autopoietically keep producing the consciousness needed to maintain a sense of meaning, while at the same time observing and trying to make sense of the environment. Here, we reach the paradox that while the systems are closed when it comes to their self-reference, they are at the same time open when it comes to observing the environment. The concept of observation is therefore essential to how systems evolve and change.

When continually attempting to understand—and create meaning based on—the environment, the system needs to self-reference so that it can perpetually recreate its own self-understanding [18]. It is based on self-understanding and sense of meaning that any ensuing observations are made. The concept of meaning is thus of great importance to systems theory, especially regarding the co-evolution of psychological and social systems, because every system operates on the basis of its own meaning: “At any time the one kind of system is the necessary environment of the other. This necessity is grounded in the evolution that makes these kinds of systems possible. Persons cannot emerge and continue to exist without social systems, nor can social systems without persons. This co-evolution has led to a common achievement, employed by psychological as well as social systems. Both kinds of systems are ordered according to it, and for both it is binding as the indispensable, undeniable form of their complexity and self-reference. We call this evolutionary achievement ‘meaning’” [14] (p. 59). In other words, the co-evolution of the individual and the social is highly dependent on the continual construction of meaning, which is highly dependent on the structures of observation.

Box 3. Principle number three.

The concept of meaning forms the basis of our complexity-oriented health promotion principle number three: This is essential to understanding how and why the individual person is able to maintain his or her own horizon of meaning despite the complexity pressures of the environment. Translated into a health promotion context, we can view this continually self-referenced meaning as the person’s (the psychological system’s) sense of him- or herself as being a more or less healthy or unhealthy individual, depending on what is deemed meaningful. This meaning will accordingly be more or less established as the individual self-understanding that defines how and when the health promoting environment is seen as more or less meaningful. We will call this principle: The individual’s sense of health-related meaning determines what is deemed relevant.

Based on the assumption that both psychological and social systems use meaning in their self-reference and perpetually try to make sense of each other, we want to understand how they in fact influence each other. For social systems to influence psychological systems, and vice versa, the systems need to create noise that enables other systems to notice them. For psychological systems to be influenced by the communication in social systems (and vice versa), they must recognize them as relevant enough to observe—and observing them then has to make sense for the constantly self-reproducing meaning within the system itself [14,19].

Observing communication from different (though sometimes very similar) social systems represents a high level of complexity in relation to continually having to make choices, as the individual psychological system is exposed to numerous systems on an everyday basis, and all of these social systems (relations, organizations, and societies) operate with different meanings that are continually changing.

The very basic operation performed when observing entails making a distinction, and this distinction is contingent and therefore associated with uncertainty and risk [20]. When a psychological system observes something, it is automatically not-observing something else. Or, rather, it is not-observing the rest of the environment. This means that when anyone is observing something health-related in any given setting, they are automatically not-observing something else in relation to the issue. The same applies to a social system (a
school, class, local community, or individual interaction) observing a psychological system. By analyzing how, where, and why these distinctions are made, we can analytically sharpen our focus on why people observe what they observe and, perhaps more importantly, why they do not observe what they do not observe. Why does a certain way of observing and understanding health or each other as either healthy or unhealthy offer meaning to some observing systems and not to other observing systems?

The observation of health and healthy behavior can (and will) be carried out and constructed anywhere, as distinctions can be made anywhere. Luhmann adapts this understanding of distinctions in his definition of observing systems: “Observing means making a distinction and indicating one side (and not the other side) of the distinction” [16] (p. 85). The important thing here is the role of the observer, without which there would be nothing.

To further elaborate on the concept of observation, we must move beyond it to what Luhmann called ‘expectational structures’: “For psychological systems, we understand expectations to signify a form of orientation by which the system scans the contingency of its environment in relation to itself and which it then assumes as its own uncertainty within the process of autopoietic reproduction” [14] (p. 268).

These expectational structures constitute a way of navigating the complex environment of possible observations. By ascribing expected meaning to different contexts or relations, a system will have an idea about where it will most likely be able to observe meaning in relation to itself or in relation to any given prior observation. With these expectational structures, Luhmann described how expectations are tied to persons, roles, programs, and values, respectively. These expectations are bundled together and provide identifiable perspectives that make it possible to know where to observe meaningfully. This is an important theoretical element to consider when researching how, where, and why people acquire health knowledge and develop or change health behavior.

For health promotion to be able to actively change expectational structures among social entities (which is essentially at the heart of health promotion), it is therefore necessary to fit into the existing structures. Once the health promotion communication has been observed and meaningfully understood by people or social entities as something that fits within existing expectational structures, it will be possible to try to transform or change the expectational structures—and thereby change the boundaries for future observations.

Box 4. Principle number four.

| The conceptual innovation of expectational structures forms the basis of our complexity-oriented health promotion principle number four: In order for health promotion initiatives to be observed and meaningfully understood by people or social entities, health promotion initiatives and interventions need to fit into the existing expectational structures that are tied to relevant persons, roles, or relational constructs. We call this principle the following: **It is essential for any communication to meet expectations if it is to be observed.** |

To sum up, we have now presented the most important elements of Luhmann’s theory and highlighted four principles that can be used actively in complexity-oriented health promotion research:

1. Direct transfer of health knowledge and health competencies is impossible.
2. All individuals and social entities are fundamentally different from each other.
3. The individual’s sense of health-related meaning determines what is deemed relevant.
4. It is essential for communication to meet expectations if it is to be observed.

We argue that, taken together, these four principles constitute a full framework that can be used when health promotion researchers aim to understand the complexities of social processes as well as inspire and motivate the development and implementation of new initiatives and interventions.
3. Discussion: Complexity Theory to Understand Practice

In Peter Stewart’s discussion of the use and potentials of complexity theories [8], he concluded that social processes are far too complex for traditional complexity theory to deal with without thoroughly incorporating sociological theories. In the present paper, we do this by discussing the potential application of Luhmann’s theories to health promotion and by presenting four concrete, theoretically informed principles of complexity-oriented health promotion research.

One way to view the complex area of health promotion is as a complex network of observing systems in a perpetual process, where each system is continuously being forced to make selections, which then creates expansive contingencies and, therefore, risks. Approaching this from the perspective of health promotion research could potentially entail studying the observational distinctions made by systems that are trying to create meaning from the complex environment. The inability to observe and understand everything and the ensuing forced selections and choices are exactly what happens in increasingly complex healthcare systems with increasingly complex health information and health communication, which force individuals and societies to make more or less unsubstantiated choices regarding their own health and the health of others.

But how do we, as researchers, best observe observers’ observations? Or to pose that question in slightly less abstract terms: How do we study how target groups make distinctions when trying to create meaning in relation to health and how they manage (or do not manage) to meaningfully change health behavior in an attempt to avoid risk? This essential research ambition is at the very heart of our motivation to create complexity-oriented principles for health promotion research. We need better tools to observe and describe individuals’ and groups’ understandings of health-related risks, so that we can use these understandings as a platform to develop health-promoting initiatives.

We know that significant health promotion problem areas such as childhood overweight and obesity are caused by a complex interplay between genetic, behavioral, cultural, economic, and environmental factors [21,22]. Furthermore, we know that relatively complex multicomponent behavior-change interventions are somewhat effective in achieving small reductions in body weight status in children of all ages in the short term. We also know that no single approach has succeeded in producing any kind of significant or lasting effect [23]. We argue that a major part of this health promotion challenge lies in the lack of direct access between the consciousness of psychological systems and the communication of social systems. This is where our first principle comes into play. The notion that direct transfer of health knowledge or health competencies must be accepted as fundamentally impossible means that we should focus on the apparent contingencies instead of focusing on how to create something that is impossible. This changes the lens through which health promotion researchers as well as health promotion practitioners observe this challenge and the frustrations that are continuously created owing to the failures to accomplish an impossible task. Focusing on identifying contingencies is a way of accepting (and working with) complexity rather than trying to eliminate it.

To further explore the case of childhood obesity introduced above, we can look at the complex intra-familial dynamics at play in families enrolled in childhood obesity interventions [24]. In these families, we see numerous examples of how individual members within the family create significantly different meaning based on their individual observations of the family social system, which will always be a very significant part of the environment of the psychological systems that constitute the individual family members. In this connection, it is important to bear in mind that the individual psychological system will always be in the environment of the family social system and that there will be smaller intra-relational social systems in the family that also operate in the environment of the family social system.

This is a good example of the applicability of our second complexity principle, which is that all individuals and social entities are fundamentally different from each other even when they are exposed to the same health promotion settings and share the same family history and cultural background. In apparently coherent families, we see structures
of observation that are so fundamentally different that opposing health perceptions are created within the same family [24]. The important point here is that each family member’s close environment will always be different from the other’s environment because they are in each other’s environment, which then creates different self-perceptions and therefore also different structures for observing health and obesity in the family. Adhering to this research principle is important for health promotion researchers because it eliminates the risk of assuming that people from the same family need the same kind of health promotion initiative or that they will automatically be able to relate to the same approaches. This is, of course, not only relevant in relation to family dynamics but also equally relevant when working with other groups, where there could be a tendency to view and treat every member of the group as identical regarding their health actions, understandings, and preferences.

To actively understand and make long-term use of any health-promoting initiative or intervention, individuals or groups need to continually recreate their own self-understanding and sense of meaning. Without a sense of meaning, no one can relate to anything. Our third principle highlights the notion that an individual’s sense of his or her own health determines what is deemed relevant, and it is closely related to this constantly self-referencing self-understanding. Staying within the theme of childhood obesity interventions, many families experience severe difficulties when trying to create meaning from the communication they receive in the social systems of the obesity clinic, school, daycare, mass media, and sometimes even from other families in their local environment. Different people identify with very different things, and the ensuing health identities play a significant role in what is deemed important and relevant enough to observe and relate to [25]. Following this third principle in health promotion research means acknowledging the role of identities in how individuals and groups can acquire health knowledge and make health behavior changes accordingly.

An important point here is the fact that, according to Luhmann, systems tend to increase their own internal complexity in an effort to reduce the complexity in the environment. For families observing any kind of health communication, this means that the pressure created by increased complexity in the environment creates a demand for increased internal complexity within the family as well as in the individual family members. This could lead to an unintended overload of misguided health information directed at the family, causing an unnecessary increase in internal complexity.

This lack of capacity to observe the full complexity of the environment is the cornerstone of the co-evolution of the social and the individual. Here, we find the reason for the complex development of individual and societal health behavior, as every system must continually choose where to observe among the multitude of potential observations. Every family struggling with childhood obesity issues is (in their own way) trying to observe the problem area (as they see it) as the multitude of health-related communications in an environment that is different from every other family’s environment—and the observational selections that they make could always be made differently.

Our fourth principle, concerning how communication needs to fit into expectational structures if it is to be noticed and meaningfully observed, can also be elaborated on by keeping our focus on families with children in obesity treatment. In these families, there are highly complex expectations regarding health in general and obesity interventions in particular [25,26]. It is not important whether these are distinctly positive or negative expectations; the important thing is what is deemed relevant to observe, or, put differently, what the families expect could have anything to do with health in the context of their family. It is important to remember that these expectational structures are a way of navigating the complex environment of possible sources of health information. By ascribing expected meanings to different organizations, institutions, or relations, any given family will have pre-structured ideas about where it is most likely that it will be able to observe meaning in relation to itself or in relation to any given prior observation. The expectations are often tied
to specific persons, roles, programs and values that the individual family sees as authentic and thereby particularly relevant [27].

The third principle concerning meaning and the fourth principle concerning expectational structures may seem like two sides of the same thing, and that is exactly what they are. The two are interdependent, and they are also different theory-informed ways of looking at how individuals or groups relate to health promotion and acquire health knowledge. Focusing on complex self-referential meaning-making is one way to look at the psychological system’s individual health identification, whereas looking at the expectational structures is a way to identify ways of communicating that fit among these structures in an effort to balance inner and outer complexity.

Eckersley wrote that we need to look at entire systems to avoid the mistake of focusing too heavily on one or a few factors when trying to understand patterns and trends in population health [6]. Looking at entire systems is, according to Luhmann, rarely possible, and, therefore, not a completely accurate way of describing the issue at hand. What we need to do is study how the systems observe and make sense of each other. This is right at the heart of why Luhmann’s theories are highly appropriate for health promotion research. They enable us to look directly at the complex observation-based interplay of systems that affect the lives of individuals, families, and groups of people on a daily basis and are theoretically constructed in a manner that can encompass this complex interplay by focusing explicitly on why and how distinctions are made.

With respect to operationalizing a complexity-oriented approach, the suggestion made by Potvin and Bilodeau can serve as a good reference point [7]. They suggested that (1) the researcher’s task consists of documenting the events that transform the network and intervention; (2) events must be ordered chronologically to represent the intervention’s evolution; and (3) a broad range of data is needed to capture complex interventions’ evolution. When we look at their first two points through the Luhmann lens, it becomes clear that when researchers observe health behavior or health communication among people, they are also observing these people observe. The very basic operation when observing entails making a distinction. Therefore, observing distinctions is key to establishing the role of complexity in health promotion research. If we, as researchers, can observe and describe distinctions among psychological systems as well as social systems, we can also pinpoint how the systems influence each other’s distinctions, and in doing so, we are describing the co-evolution of the systems and thereby also potentially the evolution of any given intervention. Regarding Bilodeau and Potvin’s third point, it is indeed very important to use complex datasets to adequately analyze complex phenomena. As such, focusing on observational distinctions fits well with Potvin and Bilodeau’s theoretical anchoring in the actor-network theory and adds to the scope by emphasizing the focus on relational interplay.

In our childhood obesity example, the families are clearly operating in a field with a multitude of health risks that are often perceived as impossible to navigate. Luhmann’s theory enables us to focus on the fact that increased complexity means that people are forced to select, that selection means contingency, and that contingency means risk [14]. If we base our research on the four complexity-oriented principles, we will be able to reduce risk by constantly focusing on acknowledging and balancing complexity by designing interventions that make selection easier, rather than unrealistically trying to reduce the complexity itself.

Working with Luhmann’s often abstract theories in a practice-oriented field of research poses a challenge that does indeed entail a relatively high level of interpretation. Looking at our proposed principles in the context of the case presented above, it is, however, clear that our use and interpretation of Luhmann are in line with how other researchers have adapted his theories to understand practice-related mechanisms. Vanderstraeten states that what Luhmann’s theory offers is a framework within which a reconceptualization of socialization that takes both individual persons and social systems into account is possible. Through a Luhmann lens, socialization is not merely the inculcation of societal values and
norms nor the realization of individual potential. How an individual develops and how the potential of an individual changes depends upon the social systems in which he or she is involved [28]. This is basically another way of describing how social interactions and exposure to societal communication form the difference between possibility and reality, and it is this difference that constitutes the potential effects of health promotion and health communication in a process signified by the risks associated with uncertainty and constant selection.

Meyer, Gibson, and Ward describe how health exists outside the boundaries of the healthcare system and therefore constitutes a polycontextural reality. Drawing on Luhmann’s systems theory, they explore the extent to which public health initiatives can span other systems [15]. This approach to addressing social determinants of health across systems is very much at the core of the complex genetic, behavioral, cultural, economic, and environmental factors challenges related to childhood obesity. This idea of a polycontextural society becomes relevant when analyzing the lack of meaningful communication between monocontextural systems, which therefore end up being incomprehensible for individuals trying to create health-related meaning.

4. Conclusions: A Complexity-Oriented Approach to Health Promotion Research

Based on our experience with health promotion research and our reading of the complexity literature and Luhmann’s theory, we propose a set of four complexity-oriented principles for health promotion research based on Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory: (1) direct transfer of health knowledge and health competencies is impossible; (2) all individuals and social entities are fundamentally different from each other; (3) the individual’s sense of health-related meaning determines what is deemed meaningful and thereby relevant; and (4) it is essential for communication to meet expectations if it is to be observed.

In our presentation of principles and theory as well as in our discussion in relation to the childhood obesity example, we have focused explicitly on the areas of psychological and social systems. This does not, in any way, mean we do not acknowledge the importance of biological or environmental factors. They are simply outside the scope of the present paper.

As pointed out by Tremblay and Richard, integrating a complexity paradigm would provide health promotion with a formal framework appropriate to its existing main purposes and concerns [5]. If we, as health promotion researchers, truly want to address the field that we have defined for ourselves as extremely complex and unaddressed by anyone else, we need to embrace approaches that actually do this, thereby providing health promotion research with a formal framework appropriate to its existing main purposes and concerns.

This set of principles constitutes an innovation, and as such, it needs refinement and further development. It needs to be discussed and challenged by scholars of health promotion research before we can move on to a more hands-on outline of how our principled approach will materialize in the form of concrete methodologies. This is not, by any means, an easy task. Trying to operationalize abstract complexity theory and thereby bridge the gap from theory to research practice and further to health promotion practice will be difficult. This is in line with the conclusions from Meyer, Gibson, and Ward in their exploration of the applicability of Luhmann’s theories to the field of public health research [15].

This does not, however, change the overall conclusion that complexity theory in the form of research principles has clear potential when it comes to enabling health promotion research to potentially address the field that we have defined for ourselves as extremely complex and unaddressed by anyone else.
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